UNO Office of Research

November 9, 2020

Funding Opportunities
UNO FOCUS:
Louisiana Materials Design Alliance's (LAMDA)
Louisiana EPSCoR
The Louisiana Materials Design Alliance (LAMDA), an NSF EPSCoR RII Track-1 project, solicits proposals
for LAMDA Seed Funding Track 1 A: Single Investigator Award to support research projects relevant to
LAMDA’s research themes. LAMDA’s research program represents a convergence of machine learning (ML),
experimental and computational materials science and engineering (MS&E), and additive manufacturing
(AM). The vision of LAMDA is to propel the State to a nationally competitive position in the field of ML-guided
materials design for AM.
LINKS: LA EPSCoR
FY2021 NASA EPSCoR Rapid Response Research (R3) Cooperative Agreement Notice (CAN)
Louisiana NASA EPSCoR
The larger NASA EPSCoR program is intended to foster collaborative relationships between researchers at
jurisdiction institutions and NASA centers to address research topics of interest to NASA and to develop the
aerospace research infrastructure in the jurisdiction. The NASA EPSCoR R3 component is intended to
support EPSCoR researchers to work alongside of NASA and commercial partners for up to one year on
specific technical issues listed in the CAN, and to strengthen the bonds among EPSCoR jurisdictions,
NASA, the commercial partners, and other entities.
A required Notice of Intent (NOI) is due by 11:59 pm on Friday, November 20, 2020. The NOI must include
the name and contact information for the Science-Investigator (Sci-I), the project title, a short abstract
(~250 words), the specific R3 office (i.e. Appendix A through I) and task (listed in the Appendix details) the
research is focused on, and whether the research concept has been discussed with the NASA contact (as
identified in the Appendix details). Each NOI must be for one and only one R3 office and task. Only one
NOI will be allowed per Sci-I.
LINKS: LA NASA EPSCoR

ARTS, HUMANITIES, and INTERNATIONAL
FY20 DRL Statements of Interest for China
Department of State (State), Bureau of Democracy Human Rights and Labor (DRL)
Notice seeking statements of interest for programs that protect and promote human rights in China in the
topic areas of 1) Freedom of Information and Expression and 2) Support for Civil Society, Rule of Law, and
Labor Rights.
Statements of interest are due December 2, 2020. Selected applicants will be invited to submit full
proposals. Awards of $750,000 to $1.5 million are available to support projects lasting up to three years.
Limited Submission: Organizations may submit up to two statements of interest.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Agency Site
FY2021 English Language Fellow and Specialist Program
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA), Department of State (State)
Notice seeking proposals build bridges of mutual understanding between the people of the United States
and the people of other countries by placing U.S. English language educators in educational institutions
abroad. The EL Fellow and Specialist Programs send talented, highly qualified U.S. citizens in the area of
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Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) or a closely related field for approximately tenmonth Fellow exchanges or short-term (two weeks or more) Specialist assignments at educational
institutions in all regions of the world.
Proposals are due January 8, 2021. Approximately $17 million is available.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Institutes for Advanced Topics in the Digital Humanities
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), Office of Digital Humanities (ODH)
Notice accepting applications to support national or regional (multistate) training programs for scholars,
humanities professionals, and advanced graduate students to broaden and extend their knowledge of
digital humanities. Through this program NEH seeks to increase the number of humanities scholars and
practitioners using digital technology in their research and to broadly disseminate knowledge about
advanced technology tools and methodologies relevant to the humanities.
Applications are due March 2, 2021. Approximately $850,000 is available for five awards.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO)
Department of State (State), U.S. Mission to Tanzania
Notice seeking proposals designed to further the development of Tanzania’s future leaders, build the
capacity of Tanzanian institutions, and promote awareness and understanding of shared U.S. and
Tanzanian values.
Proposals are accepted at any time until June 30, 2021. Approximately $49,000 is available to support up
to four awards.
LINKS: Grants.gov
Strategic Alliances for Mexico (SAM)
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), USAID Mexico
Notice seeking concept papers for projects that support USAID efforts in two areas: 1) reducing
impunity and violence in Mexico by making government institutions more accountable, helping communities
more effectively resolve and mitigate conflict, and expanding engagement with non-governmental
institutions; and 2) expanding economic ties between the U.S. and Mexico by improving supply chains and
business transparency and integrity.
Applications are due February 15, 2021. Questions are due November 30, 2020, and January 19, 2021.
Awards are a minimum of $750,000 with a required 1:1 match of non-federal resources (50 percent of
which must be in cash).
LINKS: Grants.gov, Agency Site
U.S. Embassy PAS Annual Program Statement
Department of State (State), U.S. Mission to Namibia
Notice seeking applications for programs that strengthen ties between the U.S. and Namibia through
cultural, academic, and exchange programming that promotes bilateral cooperation and shared values. All
proposals should include an American element, such as a connection with American expert/s,
organization/s, or institution/s.
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Applications are accepted on a rolling basis. The maximum amount for each award is $25,000.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
NEA Arts and Artifacts International Indemnity Program, FY2021
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
Notice seeking applications for international indemnity coverage from U.S. nonprofit museums and
organizations planning temporary exhibitions that involve bringing works of art and/or artifacts from abroad
to the United States or sending works of art and/or artifacts from the United States abroad.
Applications are due March 15, 2021. See the solicitation for a full list of corresponding deductible and
indemnity levels.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
U.S. Embassy LIMA PAS Annual Program Statement
Department of State (State), U.S. Mission to Peru
Notice inviting proposals for projects that strengthen people-to-people ties between the United States and
Peru through cultural and exchange programming that highlights shared values and promotes bilateral
cooperation. All programs must include a U.S. cultural element, or connection with U.S. expert/s,
organization/s, or institution/s in a specific field that will promote increased understanding of U.S. policy and
perspectives. PAS is more likely to fund programs that directly support our Integrated Country Strategy.
Applications are due February 2, 2021. Awards are up to $100,000.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Agency Site
U.S. Mission to Indonesia Annual Program Statement
Department of State (State), U.S. Mission to Indonesia
Notice seeking proposals for projects that take place in Indonesia or online, primarily for Indonesians, that
further and support the strategic partnership between Indonesia and the U.S. through educational, cultural,
informational, and media programming that highlights shared values and promotes bilateral cooperation.
Proposals are due January 31, 2021 and June 30, 2021. Approximately 5 to 10 awards ranging from
$30,000 to $100,000 each are available to support projects lasting up to 12 months.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Western Kenya Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene (WASH)
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Kenya USAID-Nairobi
Notice seeking expressions of interest to co-create, co-design, co-invest, and collaborate on research and
development interventions to address the need for sustainable water and sanitation services in Western
Kenya.
Expressions of interest are due December 9, 2020. Questions are due November 16, 2020, with the email
heading, "Questions - Western Kenya Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene (WASH) BAA-OAA-OEGI-WASH2020.” Selected applicants will be invited to further stages of the co-creation process.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Agency Site, Contract Opportunities
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EDUCATION and ECONOMIC & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Energy Program for Innovation Clusters (EPIC)
Department of Energy (Energy), Office of Technology Transitions (OTT)
Notice seeking applications to fund projects that form and develop regional clusters that support
entrepreneurs and startups in the area of advanced energy and related technologies in collaboration with
and the support of state, regional, and/or local entities.
Required letters of intent are due December 9, 2020. Applications are due February 3, 2021. Approximately
$4 million is available for awards ranging from $500,000 to $1 million to support projects lasting up to 36
months. A 20 percent cost-share is required. An informational webinar will be held November 18, 2020 at
1:00 pm, ET - see the solicitation for details.
Limited Submission: Applicants may submit only one letter of intent and application.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Agency Site
Fiscal Year 2020 – Fiscal Year 2021 Tribal Wetland Program Development Grants
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Notice seeking applications to develop and refine tribal wetlands programs.
Applications are due January 15, 2021. Questions are due January 4, 2021. Approximately $3.12 million is
available for up to 23 awards. Eligibility is limited to tribal governments and intertribal consortia but
opportunities may exist for colleges and universities to collaborate.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Request for Nominations for Members to Serve on the Scientific Earthquake Studies Advisory Committee
(SESAC) and the National Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council (NEPEC)
Department of the Interior (Interior)
Notice seeking nominations to serve on SESAC, which provides advice on matters relating to USGS's
participation in the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program and NEPEC, which provides advice
on earthquake predictions and related scientific research.
Nominations for either body are due November 30, 2020.
LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site (SESAC), Agency Site (NEPAC)
Applications for New Awards; Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education-Career and
Educational Pathways Exploration System Program
Department of Education (Education), Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
Notice seeking applications to develop technology-based or technology-enabled career exploration
systems for high school students. The program goal is to help students identify and explore career
opportunities that align with their interests, ambitions, and aptitudes; learn from individuals who work in
those fields about the nature of their work and opportunities available in their fields; and identify education
and training options—including non-college programs such as work-based learning opportunities, military
training, apprenticeships, and employer-sponsored training—that enable entry into or advancement in
those careers.
Applications are due December 9, 2020. Approximately $9.9 million is available for up to two awards to
support projects lasting up to 36 months. Eligible applicants are public and private nonprofit institutions and
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agencies (other than institutions of higher education (IHEs)) with expertise in workforce development or
career counseling, alone or in partnership with IHEs or other public and private nonprofit institutions and
agencies.
LINKS: Federal Register, Grants.gov, Agency Site
Establishing the President's Advisory 1776 Commission
Department of Education (Education), (EOP) (Executive Office of the President)
Notice announcing the establishment of the President's Advisory 1776 Commission, whos mission is
to better enable a rising generation to understand the history and principles of the founding of the United
States in 1776 and to strive to form a more perfect Union.
LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site

HEALTH and MENTAL HEALTH
Regional Technology Transfer Accelerator Hubs for IDeA States (STTR) (UT2 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), National Institute of
General Medical Sciences (NIGMS)
Notice seeking applications to strengthen the regional technology transfer accelerator hubs for Institutional
Development Award (IDeA) states. Accelerator hubs funded by the awards under this FOA are expected to
develop, refine, and implement comprehensive programs for fostering biomedical entrepreneurship which
will promote technology transfer, small business finance and management, and other business skills
needed to move basic discoveries and technologies out of the lab into commercial products that improve
patient care and enhance human health. Each Hub will serve a network of multiple institutional sites across
the IDeA states in one of the four regions where the academic partners are located.
Applications are due January 5, 2021. Approximately $6.8 million is available for four awards.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
UT5 Developmental Behavioral Pediatrics Research Network (DBPNet)
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS),
Maternal and Child Health Bureau (MCHB)
Notice seeking applications to establish and maintain a national, multi-site, collaborative research network
for scientific collaboration and infrastructure building. This Research Network will provide national
leadership in research to advance the evidence base in the developmental, behavioral, and psychosocial
aspects of pediatric care to improve clinical services and health and related outcomes for children and
adolescents with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other developmental disabilities across the lifespan.
Applications are due February 2, 2021. Approximately $275,000 is available.
LINKS: Grants.gov
Veterans' Advisory Committee on Rehabilitation, Notice of Meeting
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
Notice announcing a meeting scheduled to provide advice on the rehabilitation needs of veterans with
disabilities and on the administration of VA's veteran rehabilitation programs.
The meeting will be held November 18, 2020 from 10:45 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., and November 19, 2020, from
11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., ET, online. See the announcement for connection details.
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LINKS: Federal Register
Centralized National Reporting Mechanism for COVID-19 Laboratory Tests Results and Other Reportable
Conditions, United States
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
Notice seeking information to partner with one or more organizations that have the infrastructure, capability,
scalability, and safeguards to enable centralized public health laboratory data reporting from testing entities
to state and large local health departments, with a focus on multi-state, large regional, and state-wide
reporting entities.
Responses are due November 30, 2020 to the contact person below.
LINKS: Contract Opportunities
Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health Notice of Meeting
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
Notice announcing a meeting scheduled to discuss the draft NIH-Wide Strategic Plan (2021-2025).
The meeting will be held November 13, 2020, from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m., ET online
at http://videocast.nih.gov/.
LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site
Request for Information (RFI): Inviting Comments and Suggestions on the NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for
COVID-19 Research
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
Notice seeking information on the National Institutes of Health (NIH)-Wide Strategic Plan for COVID-19
Research. Because of the urgency and evolving nature of the pandemic, NIH intends this plan to be a living
document, which will be continually updated to reflect new challenges presented by COVID-19.
Comments are due December 7, 2020 at: https://rfi.grants.nih.gov/?s=5f91a3efdb70000018003362.
LINKS: Federal Register
Research Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses, Notice of Meeting
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
Notice announcing a meeting scheduled to discuss research and activities related to Gulf War Veterans'
Illnesses.
The meeting is scheduled to be held November 8, 2020, from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., ET, online
at http://va-eerc-ees.adobeconnect.com/racgwvi-nov2020/. For audio, call 800-767-1750 and enter access
code 56978#.
LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site
Multi-Level HIV Prevention Interventions for Individuals at the Highest Risk of HIV Infection (R01 Clinical
Trial Optional)
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), National Institute on
Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
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Notice seeking applications to support research projects that test the effectiveness of multi-level
interventions to prevent HIV in high-risk health disparity populations or subgroups in one or more
geographic areas with a high rate of new HIV infections.
Applications are due January 15, 2021. Optional letters of intent are due December 15,
2021. Approximately $4.45 million is available for five to six awards to support projects lasting up to five
years.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Pilot Projects Enhancing Utility and Usage of Common Fund Data Sets (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
Notice announcing the availability of funding to demonstrate and enhance the utility of selected Common
Fund (https://commonfund.nih.gov/) data sets, including generating hypotheses and catalyzing discoveries.
Award recipients are asked to provide feedback on the utility of the Common Fund data resources.
Optional letters of intent are due 30 days prior to the application due date. Applications are due February
19, 2021. Approximately $2 million is available for up to eight awards.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Statewide Consumer Network Program
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS)
Notice seeking applications to improve efforts to address the needs of adults with serious mental illness by
developing and/or expanding peer support services, peer leadership, and peer engagement strategies
statewide.
Applications are due January 4, 2021. Approximately $1.2 million is available for up to 12 awards to support
projects lasting up to three years. Only one award is available per state, tribe, or territory. See the
solicitation for a list of states that are ineligible. Eligibility is limited to domestic public and private non-profit
entities, tribes, and Urban Indian organizations that are mental health consumer-operated organizations for
at least two years and are not operating under the umbrella of another organization, but opportunities may
exist for colleges and universities to collaborate.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Statewide Family Network
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS)
Notice seeking applications to fund projects to more effectively respond to the needs of children, youth, and
young adults with serious emotional disturbances and their families by providing information, referrals, and
support; and to create a mechanism for families to participate in state and local mental health services
planning and policy development.
Applications are due January 4, 2021. Approximately $950,000 is available for up to 10 awards to support
projects lasting up to three years. Only one award is available per state, tribe, or territory. See the
solicitation for a list of states that are ineligible. Eligibility is limited to family-controlled domestic public and
private non-profit organizations in states, territories, and tribes not operating under the umbrella of another
organization but opportunities may exist for colleges and universities to collaborate.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
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Evaluating the Effect of the Opioid Analgesics Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy Education Program
on Prescribing Behaviors and Patient Outcomes-Exploring the Path Forward for Assessment
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
Notice announcing a public workshop to obtain scientific input on methods to evaluate the Opioid
Analgesics Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy education program.
The workshop will be held December 11, 2020, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., ET, online. To attend, send
registration to OAREMS@fda.hhs.gov. Connection information will be posted at the Agency Site.
LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site
Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Minority Health
Office of Minority Health (OMH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
Notice announcing a meeting scheduled to discuss OMH recommendations for improving access to and
utilization of clinical preventive services among racial and ethnic minority populations.
The meeting will be held November 20, 2020, from 3:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., ET, online. Send registration
to OMH-ACMH@hhs.gov by November 18, 2020, to attend.
LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, and MATHEMATICS
Computational Chemical Sciences
Department of Energy (Energy), Office of Science (SC)
Notice seeking applications to support basic research to develop validated, open-source codes for
modeling and simulation of complex chemical processes and phenomena that allow full use of emerging
exascale and future planned DOE leadership-class computing capabilities. The focus for CCS is on
developing capabilities that allow modeling and simulation of new or previously inaccessible complex
chemical systems and/or provide dramatic improvement in fidelity, scalability, and throughput.
Required pre-applications are due December 2, 2020. Applications are due February 8, 2021.
Approximately $32 million is available.
LINKS: Grants.gov
Fiscal Year 2020 and Fiscal Year 2021 National Wetland Program Development Grants
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Notice soliciting applications for projects that develop or refine state, tribal, or local government wetland
programs as a whole, or individual components of those programs.
Applications are due January 12, 2021. Approximately $660,000 is available for six awards.
LINKS: Grants.gov
Organic Agriculture Research and Extension Initiative (OREI)
National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Notice seeking applications to fund projects that will enhance the ability of producers and processors who
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have already adopted organic standards to grow and market high quality organic agricultural products.
Priority concerns include biological, physical, and social sciences, including economics. The OREI is
particularly interested in projects that emphasize research, education and outreach that assist farmers and
ranchers with whole farm planning by delivering practical research-based information.
Applications are due January 14, 2021. Approximately $20 million is available for awards ranging from
$50,000 to $2 million. A 1:1 match is required. Abstracts of previously awarded projects are available on
the Agency Site.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Agency Site
ROSES 2020: Concepts for Ocean worlds Life Detection Technology (COLDTech): Autonomy,
Communications, and Radiation-Hard Devices
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Notice supporting the development of spacecraft-based technology for surface and subsurface exploration
of ocean worlds such as Europa and Enceladus to develop and reduce the technical risk of technology so
that they may eventually be incorporated into future flight missions and/or proposed in response to future
Announcements of Opportunity (AOs) for these missions.
Step 1 proposals are due December 1, 2020. Multiple awards expected.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
ROSES 2020: Future Investigators in NASA Earth and Space Science and Technology
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Science Mission Directorate (SMD)
Notice seeking proposals for graduate student-designed and performed research projects that contribute to
SMD's science, technology, and exploration goals.
Applications are due February 4, 2021. Multiple awards of up to $45,000 per year are available to support
projects lasting up to three years.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Science & Technology for Advanced Manufacturing Projects (STAMP)
Navy (Navy), Department of Defense (Defense), Office of Naval Research (ONR)
Notice seeking proposals for projects that advance the systems engineering approach needed for the
design, fabrication, and manufacture of structural components to address challenges in system weight,
performance, affordability, and/or survivability. The foundation of this approach should include the
integration of materials information, captured in computational tools, with engineering product performance
analysis and manufacturing-process simulation.
Proposals are due October 30, 2021.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Agency Site
Sea Duck Joint Venture FY2021 Competitive Grants
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), Department of the Interior (Interior)
Notice seeking applications to promote the conservation of North American sea ducks by providing greater
scientific knowledge and understanding of sea duck biology and ecology to support more effective
management.
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Applications are due January 4, 2021. Approximately $400,000 is available to support five awards.
LINKS: Grants.gov
Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program (SERDP) Exploratory Development (SEED)
Department of Defense (Defense), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACE)
Notice seeking applications to competitively fund research and development projects to establish proof of
concept for innovative environmental technologies and methods in Environmental Restoration, Munitions
Response, Resource Conservation and Resiliency, and Weapons Systems and Platforms technologies.
Proposals are due March 4, 2021. Partnership opportunities may exist for colleges and universities.
LINKS: Contract Opportunities
Viral Pathogen and Surrogate Approaches for Assessing Treatment Performance in Water Reuse
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Notice seeking applications proposing to conduct research on existing and novel surrogates for the
detection and monitoring of the presence of human enteric viral pathogens and surrogates in water reuse
applications, where wastewater is the source water.
Applications are due January 6, 2021. Approximately $6.2 million is available for up to five awards to
support projects lasting up to three years.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Advisory Committee for Mathematical and Physical Sciences; Notice of Meeting
Directorate for Mathematical & Physical Sciences (MPS), National Science Foundation (NSF)
Notice announcing a meeting scheduled to discuss MPS research and programs.
The meeting will be held November 30, 2020, from 12:15 p.m. to 4:15 p.m., ET, online. Email Kathleen
McCloud at kmccloud@nsf.gov to attend.
LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site
Astronomy and Astrophysics Advisory Committee; Notice of Meeting
Directorate for Mathematical & Physical Sciences (MPS), National Science Foundation (NSF)
Notices announcing meetings scheduled to discuss NSF research and activities related to astronomy and
astrophysics.
The meetings will be held online January 26, 2021, from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, ET; January 27, 2021, from
9:00 am to 12:00 pm, ET; and February 24, 2021, from 12:00 pm to 4:00 pm, ET. Connection information
will be posted on the Agency Site.
LINKS: Federal Register (2020-24341), Federal Register (2020-24342), Agency Site
Ocean Exploration Advisory Board (OEAB) Meeting
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Department of Commerce (Commerce), Office
of Ocean Exploration and Research (OER)
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Notice announcing a meeting scheduled to discuss Office of Ocean Exploration and Research programs
and activities.
The meeting will be held December 10, 2020, from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., ET, online. Connection
information will be posted at the Agency Site.
LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site
Planetary Science Advisory Committee; Meeting
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Science Mission Directorate (SMD)
Notice announcing a meeting of the Planetary Science Advisory Committee scheduled to discuss scientific
and technical information relevant to program planning.
The meeting will be held November 30, 2020 from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm, ET, online. Join via WebEx
at https://nasaenterprise.webex.com/nasaenterprise/onstage/g.php?MTID=e1d4eb8fe5eb5093d8999eefa6
73a6ff0. The event number is 199 703 2008 and the password is KjCqPJD*864.
LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site
ROSES 2020: Payloads and Research Investigations on the Surface of the Moon
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Notice seeking proposals for investigations that include development and flight of science-driven suites of
instruments payloads that will be delivered to the lunar surface by the Commercial Lunar Payload Services.
Applications are due December 11, 2020. Approximately $60 million is available for at least two awards or
more depending on funding availability and payload weight.
LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Air Launched Effects (ALE) UAS Configuration Trades and Analyses - Request For Information
Army (Army), Department of Defense (Defense)
Notice seeking input exploring the development of advanced technologies to inform Air Launched Effects
Unmanned Aerial Systems investment decisions.
Submissions are due December 7, 2020.
LINKS: Contract Opportunities, Agency Site
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